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 6:53  Piandjo Hello one and all. Its good to be back. 
 6:55  Batthra 🚀 
 6:57  Silverdale Good evening One & All! 

Missed you last week - Pi .. 

 6:59  Gnosticman Good evening fellow ABDers from Loralilah and gnosticman 
 6:59  Piandjo Thanks, Silverdale. I have been busy with the demands of the world. But not tonight. 
 7:00  Silverdale Greetings to the Ozarks ...  
 7:00  Gnosticman Greetings! 
 7:02  Pathworld hello 
 7:02  Melissalorca hi All 
 7:02  Pathworld hi mel 
 7:02  Melissalorca Hey Jenny 
 7:03  Pathworld hello 
 7:03  Lost_horizon Hello, all 
 7:03  Pathworld is lost lost 
 7:04  Lost_horizon lol 
 7:05  Puzzletricks Good evening everyone, bad thunderstorm has almost arrived, may need to sign off 

soon.  
 7:05  Hawklady Shikoba, hello all 
 7:05  Pathworld hi shik 
 7:06  Hawklady lol path 
 7:06  Lost_horizon Does anyone not have a picture? 
 7:06  Silverdale Where are you Puzzel? 
 7:06  Piandjo hello Shikoba! 
 7:06  Silverdale Puzzle 
 7:06  Puzzletricks Central PA 
 7:06  Hawklady i got picture lost 
 7:07  Pathworld not fair we need rain and you are hoarding it all for puzzle 
 7:07  Lost_horizon Thanks 
 7:07  Puzzletricks you can have it. the mushrooms have taken over here, lol 
 7:07  Simmontemplar Hello Everyone !! ....glad to be in your company ...exploring ourselves 
 7:07  Pathworld lol 
 7:07  Gapalz goood evening all 
 7:07  Pathworld hi simmon 
 7:08  Simmontemplar Hey Path !! 
 7:08  Silverdale You brighten te 
 7:08  Hawklady hi simmon, exploring we shall 
 7:08  Silverdale You brighten the evening - Simmon! 
 7:08  Simmontemplar in deed Shik. ! 
 7:09  Simmontemplar oohhh Silver !! Thank you ol' friend 
 7:11  Susankester hello all 
 7:11  Simmontemplar Hi Susan ! 
 7:11  Hawklady hi Susan 



 7:12  Simmontemplar Yes we ARE!! 
 7:22  108repetitions hi susan 
 7:25  Simmontemplar Greetings 108 Rep! 
 7:33  108repetitions vibrationperceive sound movement ghost illsuionbut not the center of 24 cubes 
 7:36  Simmontemplar by the oxigen effect 
 7:36  108repetitions because it does not mix with unstable lines 
 7:37  Simmontemplar It is used as a "trigger" for observation at the mopment 
 7:39  108repetitions mineral and cell state of the brain matter 

oxygen and hydrogen bind in combinations infinite 

 7:42  Simmontemplar In Chamber 7 is introduced the name of the Great Mother. Could they offer a bit 
of perspective in "The Great Mother" 

 7:47  108repetitions everything becomes into its opposite up back to top mechanical 
 7:47  Simmontemplar Thank you Su ! 

I hear Pat; thank you 

 7:48  108repetitions do si la h 768 
 7:48  Lost_horizon Ken--this is yanesh--I am going to call you in a few minutes. 
 7:50  108repetitions h 384 ?h 194  -2 
 7:53  Lost_horizon (Dan again) 
 7:53  108repetitions do si la h 96 
 7:53  Lost_horizon Patricia is asking about the reading of the texts vs the front matter we studied in 

past weeks 
any comments? 

 7:53  Simmontemplar Comment: Susan I wasn't answering to 108; I was commenting about what 
David and Pat were saying. I am clarifying because it can be confussing for them 

 7:55  108repetitions the higher body to read the camber projected one reincarnation that is not mine 
 7:56  Susankester I see Simmon, should I verbalize it? 
 7:56  108repetitions are you married? 

eye does not see the sound heard not see the light brain combines the guide to top form receiving 

 8:03  Simmontemplar one is a "cleaner" the other one is a Sucker"  
 8:06  Lost_horizon Thank you all 

Goodnight 

 8:06  Hawklady thank you everyone, have a great week 
 8:06  PRO Gnosticman Thank you 
 8:06  Pathworld Thank you all 
 8:06  Piandjo Thanks everyone. Great class. 
 8:06  Melissalorca thank you! 
 8:06  Silverdale Good night everyone! 
 8:07  Simmontemplar Thanks Pat an' David !! great guides ! 

awesome hosting of the Reunion 

 8:07  Pathworld about 22 
 8:07  108repetitions indiferent guides allways talk mistake to laberynth 
 8:08  Simmontemplar and thanks to ALL ..Good night 
 8:09  Susankester Goodnight groupies. 

 


